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Steinbruner, in response to my question about

whether “skeptical” about climate change
means “hopeful” or “pessimistic” (or

“something else”), observes that “skepticism
has many manifestations, just as belief has as

well.” He lists several. There’s the “peer-
reviewed science skepticism,” in which a

scientist writes an opinion piece in a major
science journal, like The New York Times,

challenging the accepted consensus on the
subject, and the paper is then subjected to
peer-review, in which scientists who don’t
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share the scientific opinion are brought in to
put the paper through its paces. But there’s

another kind of skepticism, he writes:
“Skepticism of science” is sometimes heard

when people refuse to believe a scientific fact
or to accept scientific findings. Thus, there are

those who, though recognizing that Ozone
depletion is real, refuse to believe that this
atmospheric pollutant is responsible for the

decline in the levels of the stratospheric ozone
layer. There is a sense in which they may be
correct in that a scientific hypothesis can be

tested, and we know that CFC’s are now
unnecessary for replenishing the ozone layer.
If you’re skeptical that climate change is real,
Steinbruner suggests, you may be like those
who believe that CFC’s are not polluting the

ozone layer — they should have tried to
measure the CFC’s or should have had a
measurement system in place when the

phenomenon was observed. We don’t know if
atmospheric CO2 is increasing, we don�
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